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About Topten ACT 

Topten ACT aims at transforming the European market of energy-using products 
towards higher energy efficiency.  

Topten ACT identifies the top energy-efficient products in 16 European countries, 
and makes this information available to consumers and large buyers on tailored 
national websites. The most energy efficient models in different product categories 
(such as household appliances, lighting, office equipment, consumer electronics, 
cars) are presented with comprehensive product information based on official labels 
and standardized declarations. Topten works with manufacturers and thus increases 
both market offer and consumer demand of high energy efficiency products. Topten 
is strictly neutral and independent from manufacturers and retailers, its selection 
criteria are always published online. 

Topten ACT is supported by the European Commission’s research and innovation 
programme Horizon 2020, and many national organisations (energy agencies, 
environmental and consumer organisations, research institutes). The Topten ACT 
project involves 17 partners in 16 European countries. It is coordinated by ADEME 
(Agence de l’Environnement et de la Maîtrise de l’Energie).  

More information and access to all national websites on the European site: 
www.topten.eu  

 

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research 
and innovation programme under grant agreement n°649647 and is supported by the 
Swiss State Secretariat for Education, Research and Innovation (SERI) under 
contract numbers 15.0096. 
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Description of Work Package 5 

 

The national websites are a key element of the Topten ACT structure. Not only do 
they arm consumers with valuable, up-to-date information; they also give Topten 
ACT – thanks to the large number of visitors attracted – the capacity to establish 
constructive working relationships with manufacturers and with retailers. 

Retailers are key to Topten ACT’s end goal of market transformation, for two main 
reasons: 

• They ‘edit’ the choice of products available to consumers by deciding what is 
available in their shops and websites. 

• They have a direct relation with consumers: at the point of sales and at the 
very moment of purchase. 

Topten ACT partners have known from experience and realized again during the 
Topten ACT project that establishing energy efficiency partnerships with retailers is a 
challenging job. Retailers are per se heavily focused on sales and revenue; number 
of sold energy-efficient appliances is not a key performance indicator (KPI) for them. 
Some retailers though use these figures to communicate how green they are but 
unfortunately, not much budget or personnel resources are tied to these “goals”. 
Marketing campaigns and advertisement is usually sponsored with large financial 
budgets by manufacturers to support retailer’s sales – competing with these budgets 
is difficult. Despite these circumstances, Topten ACT partners managed – thanks to 
the activities developed in this work package – to establish numerous active 
partnerships with retailers. We managed to get in contact with many product category 
managers, branch managers and e-commerce managers supporting them to 
promote energy-efficient products from Topten lists. Topten ACT also implemented 
activities that ensured consumer ACTion (they purchase the top energy-efficient 
products offered by retailers) regardless of the degree of cooperation of retailers. 
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Objectives for Task 5.2. Facilitating Consumer ACTion  

Even when retailers are not interested in collaborating, Topten ACT websites work to 
facilitate consumer purchases by providing direct links to top energy-efficient 
products on retailer websites (‘shop links’). The business of directing visitors towards 
retailers is commonly known as ‘affiliate marketing’, or ‘referral marketing’. While we 
will use these terms here forth, some specifics for Topten ACT should be borne in 
mind: 

• The objective of Topten ACT was not to increase overall retailer sales, but to 
support consumers to buy top energy efficient products. Topten ACT websites 
thus provide shop links only to retailer pages presenting Topten-selected 
energy-efficient products, and not to the retailer websites in general. 

• In classic ‘affiliate marketing’, the publisher (the entity bringing consumers to 
the retailer) is rewarded for its efforts. 

In Topten ACT, websites provide shop links even in the absence of backlinks from 
retailers. Integrating shop links to retailers is about facilitating the purchase of 
energy-efficient products: Users do not get lost at another price comparison website 
where the might even get distracted to buy a cheaper – but less efficient product. 

Task leader Bush Energie had already started working on referral marketing in the 
early phase of the Topten ACT project for Topten Switzerland. Based on its 
experience, Bush Energie has prepared a ‘Guidelines for Referral Marketing’ (D5.3) 
to help other national partners get started with such activities: recommendations for 
developing links and approaching retailers, expected obstacles etc. Furthermore, 
Bush Energie provided tutorials on Dropbox on how to implement shop links in the 
software and shared insights on experiences at the Topten ACT meeting in Vilnius 
(Nov. 2017). 

National partners also reflected on their specific national conditions and ensured that 
their activities have maximum impact. This allowed them not only to establish links 
towards top energy-efficient products on retailer websites, but also to count 
consumer clicks towards retailer websites and quantify the impact of their referral 
marketing activities. Ideally, retailers would have cooperated in this ‘counting and 
quantifying’ process, as their collaboration makes the process smoother. However, 
no figures have been provided directly from retailers – web figures only were 
available from partners that used affiliate networks. Anyhow, this is the strength of 
the referral marketing activities suggested: they enabled consumer ACTion 
regardless of the degree of retailer collaboration. 

Bush Energie as task leader has gathered in this final Referral Marketing Report II 
the results of referral marketing activities by national partners, including number of 
retailers referred, number of visits generated to retailer websites, and illustrative 
screenshots of good examples. 

All of the activities in this WP required dedicated attention. As non-manufacturers 
with low budgets, the Topten ACT national partners needed creative approaches to 
motivate retailers to cooperate with them. And since the retailer scene is very 
different across Europe, it was difficult to provide national targets for partnerships 
and referrals. Instead, Topten ACT targeted a combined 32 partnerships/referrals 
across Europe. 
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Two options for referral marketing 

 

In October 2015 the report “Guidelines for Affiliate Marketing” (D5.3) was established 
and shared within the Topten ACT partners. Affiliate marketing or referral marketing 
means that a publisher (in this case the Topten national websites) refers their users 
to online retailers (e.g. Amazon) with so called "deep links" or "shop links". The 
publisher partners then get a financial compensation for this referral. 

Option 1: Referral marketing with an affiliate network 

At the early stage of the Topten ACT project, the affiliate marketing guideline (D5.3) 
focused on the classical affiliate marketing concept with an affiliate network. The 
affiliate network creates unique referral links for publishers, monitors click rates and 
sales, and finally distributes the commissions to the publishers (see Figure 1). The 
compensation depends mainly on the performance of the publishers, i.e. the national 
Topten websites. The performance is measured by generated clicks to the retailer 
and generated buys at the retailer. The financial compensation is nowadays 
calculated on the number of clicks and/or a commission on the sales price. The rates 
for clicks (pay per click, in short PPC) are some cents (1 to 10 €ct.); the commission 
ranges from 3 to 10% on the sales price (pay per sale, in short PPS). 

 

Figure 1: Affiliate network concept 
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Only three countries (France, Italy and Poland) have actually used the affiliate 
network concept, e.g. with Amazon or Idealo. However, it was realized in the second 
reporting period that affiliate networks are not well established in every country (e. g. 
Switzerland) or that page views (incl. click rates) were at the beginning too low for 
some national websites to justify an affiliate network scheme (because affiliate 
networks can refuse creating referral links). 

Option 2: Referral marketing with direct retailer collaborations 

Besides the typical affiliate marketing scheme described above, some countries 
established directly with retailers yearly-fixed collaborations or even paid contracts. 
These collaborations with the online retailers are without an intermediate affiliate 
network and without any pay model based on performance indicators (such as PPC 
or PPS). The collaborations were based on existing collaborations that were 
extended to referral marketing or on the set-up of new collaborations / pilots with 
retailers. 

Usually, besides a mere referral marketing, the national Topten sites supported the 
online retailers on how to promote energy-efficient products (e.g. Topten Germany 
and Austria advised Saturn for their “Go Green Now” campaign). Rather than 
generating revenue for the retailer, this scheme helps retailers to show the customers 
their engagement in energy efficiency. 

The performance of the referral marketing was measured directly with Google 
Analytics which provides an API to track specific links. An API stands for "application 
programming interface" and is a defined interface so that web sites and services can 
automatically exchange data with each other. Each API has a set of parameters 
which can be used to customize the exchange between the websites. 

The new Topten software uses the Google Analytics API and tracks the number of 
clicks on shop links and further information such as price, brand, model and product 
category. These figures can help for further, upcoming negotiations with retailers or 
induce the decision to change to an affiliate marketing concept when the click rates 
are increasing. 
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Figure 2: Referral marketing with direct retailer collaborations 

  

Most Topten ACT partners worked with this direct collaborations, namely Austria, 
Czech Republic, Germany, Spain, Sweden and Switzerland. United Kingdom had an 
affiliate marketing concept which is based on performance - but not with a network, 
and with a retailer directly. So mixed concepts are also possible. 

Reminder: Key performance indicators 

For both affiliate marketing concepts (affiliate network or direct retailer collaborations) 
monitoring the generated traffic and performance is key. With the affiliate network 
these figures are provided and monitored by the network. With the direct retailer 
collaborations, own monitoring with Google Analytics and its API is needed. Retailers 
are not eager to provide their KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) to other parties. 
Below some important KPIs are recapitulated: 

• Click-through-ratio (CTR): The CTR indicates what percentage of the page 
views resulted in a shop link click towards an online retailer (the higher the 
better). 

• Click-sales-ratio (CSR): The CSR indicates what percentage of the shop link 
clicks towards the online retailer resulted in a sale (the higher the better). 

• Earnings-per-click (EPC): The EPC is calculated by dividing total commission 
revenues by the number of unique clicks toward a merchant: EPC = revenues 
/ unique clicks.  

 

Software requirements for affiliate marketing 

Product range and prices from online retailers vary on a daily basis. Furthermore, the 
number of products at online retailer can reach nowadays millions of products. 
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Automated solutions are therefore an absolute must. This chapter explains the 
functionality of data exchange with online retailers and the software features that are 
needed for the shop link integration in the Topten websites. 

Data exchange with online retailers: data feeds and EAN codes 

In order to integrate shop links in the Topten national websites, a so-called data feed 
with the product range from the online retailer needs to be accessed. This data feed 
is updated once a day by the retailer and includes all products they offer. The feed 
also includes prices, shipping costs, deep links, availability and the EAN (European 
Article Numbering). The data feed is mostly a simple Excel file which is stored at a 
specific place on their server. 

The EAN is a unique number for products. This EAN code is also collected by the 
national Topten websites. In order to generate a shop link on a Topten website, a 
matching needs to be done between the EAN code in the Topten database and the 
EAN code in data feed from the online retailer. If there is a match, then a shop link 
can be generated on the Topten website (see Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3: Shop link integration thanks to EAN matching 

Shop link engine from the new Topten software 

The brand-new software was launched in September 2017 at first for Topten 
Switzerland (at www.topten.ch) and then subsequently was rolled-out to seven other 
countries (see also D4.7 Software Update - Central Topten Software). With the new 
software a new core feature was introduced: shop link engine. 

The shop link engine enables the data exchange with the online retailer. The shop 
link engine performs an EAN matching and attaches automatically a shop link to the 
according product. Furthermore, the logo of the retailer, product price and availability 
are displayed (see Figure 4). The shop link engine also has a best price function 
which displays the lowest price at the top – therefore also serving as a price 
comparison site. 

http://www.topten.ch/
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Figure 4: Shop link engine generates automatically shop links and shows the best price first 

At the moment there are two options for the shop link engine to be operated: 

• Manually: If the retailer does not have a data feed (usually small or specialised 
retailers), editors can use a manually created Excel file and upload it to the 
backend of the software. This requires that the Excel file is maintained by the 
editor, which needs a lot of time. (The matching and shop link generation is 
anyhow done automatically.) 

• Automatically: As explained above, the software can be programmed that it 
fetches the data feed once a day automatically at the server from the online 
retailers which are in cooperation with the national web sites. For each online 
retailer a script needs to be developed. 

Anyhow, as it turned out during the project, in many countries affiliate networks and 
online retailers nowadays work with so called APIs. Instead of just downloading once 
a day an Excel from their server, one needs to send a request via this API. This is an 
automatic option but slightly more sophisticated since the Topten software needs to 
be adapted exactly to the API of the online retailer and one needs to know how to 
handle the calls. It is more powerful since the API is usually instantly updated by the 
retailer and specific calls for certain product categories (e.g. refrigerators) can be 
done. In the near future, the software will be updated with this third possibility. 
Countries which only got an API access to their partners (e.g. Italy for idealo.it), did a 
work-around by uploading an Excel file to the Topten software via the manual 
approach. This approach is not very sophisticated and needs a lot of time. But as a 
starter, it was feasible. 

The backend of the Topten software also comes with an overview on the matched 
products and integrated shop links. This is very helpful for the national Topten 
affiliate experts to see how many shop links are actually displayed on the website, to 
which online retailer how many links are generated and what products have a shop 
link. 
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Tracking shop link clicks 

Per default Google Analytics will not track shop links since these are so called 
outbound or external links. As soon as a user clicks on external links, the tracking will 
stop. Therefore, the Topten software has a custom-built solution that works with the 
Google Analytics API and JavaScript. Each shop link that is integrated on the Topten 
product list gets automatically tagged by the shop link engine with price, brand, 
model, EAN, retailer name and product category. These tags are then submitted to 
Google Analytics. Each national team then is able to run shop link reports in their 
Google Analytics. Bush Energie has set up reporting templates and shared them with 
the other national teams (see Figure 5). With these reports, detailed reporting on how 
many shop links for which retailer were generated or which product category was 
clicked. Thanks to the tracked price it is even possible to calculate the generated 
revenue for referral partners – a strong instrument for future negotiations.  

 

Figure 5: Google Analytics monitoring shop links 

 

For some countries we have gathered the visits generated to the websites of the 
retailers and some key performance indicators (see Table 1). Since many countries 
were busy with getting the software roll-out on-time due to the delay of the Topten 
software launch (see report D4.7 Software Update) and establishing the 
collaborations with the referral partners was very time-consuming, the gathered 
figures are only a snapshot. Furthermore, it’s difficult to compare all figures across all 
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countries since each country has a different setup. Switzerland has for example only 
direct retailer collaborations, France works with affiliate networks and Italy works 
mainly with comparison sites. More insights on the performance and metrics will be 
covered in the chapter below “Experiences and results from the Topten ACT 
partners”. 

Country 
Tracking time frame 
of visits generated to 
retailer websites 

Number of visits 
generated to 
retailer websites 

CTR CSR EPC 

CH 1.11.17–31.8.18 27’183 6.96% - - 

FR 6.7.–29.8.18 278 28.19% 3.4% € 0.07–0.15 

IT 22.3.–31.8.18 316 1.02% - € 0.04 

PL 1.2.–31.8.18 42 - 9.52% zł 0.27 

UK 1.11.–31.8.18 1’261 9.57% - - 

Table 1: Generated visits to retailer websites and other key performance indicators 

 

Experiences and results from the Topten ACT partners 

This chapter gives an overview of all ten countries that have referral partnerships and 
highlights with screenshots their results. The chapter is followed by a summary over 
all countries and provides the main learnings for future developments. 

 

Referral marketing in France 

Due the delay of the Topten software launch, France had done in the first reporting a 
pre-study on optimizing user experience. Namely, they have done conversion tests 
and A/B testing on call-to-action buttons (see D5.4 Periodic Referral Marketing 
Report I). France went live with the new software in April 2018 and in July 2018 
already operational with affiliate marketing with three online shops (see Figure 6). 
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Figure 6: Online shops integrated at Topten France 

In France, retailers work with affiliate networks (i.e. they rarely deal directly with the 
websites referring to them). As a first test, Guide Topten cooperated with Idealo since 
this is a "neutral" comparison website (not being paid by manufacturers to be shown 
on their site). To set the shop links with Idealo, they had to start an affiliate contract 
with the network called AWIN. Afterwards, they added links towards Darty (one of the 
most well-known specialized retail chain in France) and Cdiscount (very well-known 
but positioned on a lower range). Cooperating with further referral partners turned out 
to increase their click-through-ratio (CTR). The more different online retailers are 
displayed for a single product, the more people actually clicked on a shop link (see 
Table 2). It can be said that on average 28% of the users from France viewing a 
Topten product list were referred to an online shop. From these 3.4% on average 
actually bought the product. 
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Table 2: Increased CTR by adding more referral partners 

 

Referral marketing and labelling in Sweden 

In the first reporting period the Swedish online price comparison website 
pricerunner.se had labelled Topten products (see Figure 7) and Topten Sweden 
integrated shop links to pricerunnter.se (see Figure 8). Unfortunately, after a software 
relaunch at pricerunner.se, the labels have not yet been re-activated. Topten Sweden 
is now in the process of deciding on further referral partners. Meanwhile, Topten 
Sweden as an environmental NGO had to focus on marketing more in general than 
affiliate marketing. They invested more time in Facebook campaigns (see D 4.9 
Periodic Dissemination Activities Report). 

 

Figure 7: Toprunner.se labelled Topten products during first reporting period 
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Figure 8: Topten Sweden links with “Hitta bästa pris” to the price comparison site toprunner.se 

Referral marketing and labelling in Austria 

In the second reporting period, Austria has established successful cooperations with 
retail chains Mediamarkt, Saturn and Expert including consumer-oriented information 
on their online shop about topprodukte.at and its gradings. Austria on its side refers 
on its product lists with shop links to these three retailers. 

As a generic principle, the topprodukte.at team aimed at involving retailers with 
physical stores and did not approach retailers that run online shops only. However, 
the rollout of point of sale activities in the partners’ affiliated physical stores was 
limited, even if the headquarters have been fully supportive and committed. The 
individual shop locations are managed by independent private limited companies 
without direct control from the headquarters. However, the cooperation facilitated 
training activities with the sales personnel (either presence trainings or e-learning) 
with input from the topprodukte.at team. 

Retail chain Mediamarkt 

Mediamarkt includes the dedicated section “Grün und gut” (Green and well) in their 
online shop with sections on an overview on actual listed topproducts, their 
commitment to sustainability, energy saving tips, a description concerning the 
affiliation with topprodukte and further related initiatives (see Figure 9). 

https://red.mediamarkt.at/gruen-und-gut1.html
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Figure 9: Landing page „Grün und gut“ on mediamarkt.at with topprodukte.at label (left) and description of 
affiliation with topprodukte.at (right) 

Beyond that Mediamarkt presents background information about the grading 
topprodukte.GOLD and topprodukte.SILBER (see Figure 10 left). As a quick 
orientation for consumers a listing of products with topprodukte grading is provided 
for the various product categories (see Figure 10 right). 

 

Figure 10: Consumer information concerning topprodukte-grading (Gold/Silber) on landing page „Grün und gut“ 
(left) and overview on product categories with topprodukte-grading (right) 
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The topprodukt grading (either GOLD or SILBER depending on the specific selection 
criteria) is included very prominently in the product’s detailed description and 
embedded in the product image (see Figure 11). 

 

 

Figure 11: Examples of listed products with topprodukt-grading Gold 

Retail chain “Saturn” 

Cooperation with Saturn has been established following the successful 
implementation of the cooperation with Mediamarkt. Both chains are owned by one 
head quarter of the company Mediasaturn. Thus, the concept of the cooperation with 
Saturn is similar to the one with Mediamarkt in principle. Screenshots presented 
below are provided for the respective Saturn online shop. 

 

https://content.saturn.at/jetzt-auf-gruen-topprodukte.html
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Figure 12: Overview on product categories with topprodukte-grading (left) and labelling of topprodukte.GOLD 
(right) 

Retail chain “Expert” 

Topprodukte succeeded in setting up cooperation with Expert as well, implemented 
in their online shop expert.at.  

A consumer-oriented description of the affiliation is provided within the partner 
section of the website (see Figure 13). 

https://www.expert.at/ueber-expert/partner/topprodukte
https://www.expert.at/ueber-expert/partner/topprodukte
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Figure 13: Description of affiliation with topprodukte.at on landing page „Grün und gut“ 

The topprodukte grading is included next to specific icons on the product detail sites 
(see Figure 14). 

 

 

Figure 14: Example of listed product with topprodukt-grading 

The shop links are included as deep links in the topprodukte product lists including 
price information. To ease the comparison of prices between products complying with 
the topprodukte selection criteria but not offered by one of the retail chains with 
partnership agreements, an average retail price from physical shops is included for 
those products as well (see Figure 15). 
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Figure 15: Example of topprodukte.at product list with shop links for Mediamarkt and Saturn 

 

Referral marketing and labelling in Italy 

Topten Italy collaborated already in the first reporting period with idealo.it. Since the 
software was delayed, Italy could not establish referral links to Idealo. Anyhow, Italy 
went live with the new software in November 2017 and not only set referral links to 
Idealo (see Figure 16) but also to Amazon and Qualescegliere.it in the mean-time. 

The collaboration between Topten Italy and idealo.it is not only an exchange of links, 
it includes the labelling of Topten products at idealo.it (see Figure 17). 
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Figure 16: Italy successfully integrated links to idealo.it and Amazon 

 

Figure 17: Price comparison site idealo.it is labelling Topten products 

With the Italian review and comparison site qualescegliere.it Topten Italy also has a 
mutual partnership. Topten Italy links to their site (see Figure 18) and 
qualescegliere.it labels products with Topten (see Figure 19). It is to be noted that 
qualescegliere.it does not have an affiliate marketing scheme (compared to idealo.it 
or Amazon) but is source of information on products reviews for Italian consumers. 
Having Topten as a label on other consumer sites helps promoting energy-efficient 
products and gives visibility to Topten Italy. 
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Figure 18: Italy also integrated links to the consumer portal qualescegliere.it 

 

 

Figure 19: The Italian review and comparison site qualescegliere.it labels Topten products in their reviews 

 

Engaging retailers in Germany 

Since the first reporting period, the price comparison website www.idealo.de 
highlights the EcoTopTen products for all EcoTopTen product groups relevant for 
idealo (see Figure 20). 
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Figure 20: Price comparison site idealo.de is labelling Topten products 

Saturn Germany started in 2017 the campaign “Jetzt auf Grün schalten!” (“Go Green 
Now”) with product recommendations based on the EcoTopTen product lists and the 
EcoTopTen criteria. The following product groups are considered within the 
campaign: cooling appliances, washing machines, tumble dyers, dish washers, 
vacuum cleaners, coffee machines, televisions. Saturn provides EcoTopten an Excel 
list from their database. Then, EcoTopTen scans their products and sends them once 
a month all products which fulfil the EcoTopTen criteria so Saturn knows which are 
the most energy-efficient products. 

 

https://www.saturn.de/de/shop/nachhaltigkeit-produktempfehlungen.html
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Figure 21: Saturn promoting energy-efficient appliances thanks to EcoTopen criteria 

Even though EcoTopTen does use the classical affiliate marketing scheme, both 
examples from idealo.de and Saturn show nicely how EcoTopTen successfully 
engaged retailers to highlight energy-efficient products, making it easier for 
consumers to go for a green choice. In the near future Germany wants to use the 
Saturn case as a good example and try to establish the same with the retailer 
MediaMarkt. 

 

Referral marketing in UK 

UK already established direct links to Marks Electrical and Hughes in the first 
reporting period. With the new software – which was launched in the UK on October 
2017 – they could extend their partnership to new retailers (see Figure 22 and Figure 
23). They have now eleven different online shops integrated and thanks to diverse 
referral partners they could establish shop links to a wide range of product categories 
– from large household appliances, to TVs and lighting.  
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Figure 22: Thanks to their referral partners, many shop links are displayed at Topten UK 

 

Figure 23: Shop link integration at Topten UK TV product list 

The partnerships still have the potential to grow. Topten UK realized retailers were 
happy to provide product URLs and details of products they sold. Retailers were 
reluctant to include Topten references and branding on their websites, due to a 
preference to maintain full brand integrity.   
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Regarding affiliate marketing the main success for Topten UK is that AO.com 
provided Topten UK with product links and invited them to join its online referral 
platform where Topten will receive commission for click throughs resulting in a 
product purchase. Topten UK will there try to expand the affiliate relationship with 
AO, as well as using this as a leverage to develop a similar relationship with other 
retailers. 

 

Referral marketing in Czech Republic 

Czech Topten (branded as Úsporné spotřebiče) went live in mid-July 2018 and 
immediately set up shop links to the national price comparison site Zbozi.cz. 
Zbozi.cz, owned by Seznam.cz search engine (half of the Czech market), is major 
price comparison website. The collaboration gained quickly momentum and not only 
consists of referral links to Zbozi.cz but Zbozi.cz also created recommendation pages 
for major product categories including direct links to Czech Topten website back. 

 

Figure 24: Czech Topten sets referrals to their national price comparison site Zbozi.cz 
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Figure 25: Zboci.cz backlinks to uspornespotrebice.cz and implemented their recommendations 

Referral marketing in Spain 

Topten Spain being part of WWF Spain has its very own software. Anyhow, the 
Spanish team also has managed to set up a partnership in the second part of the 
reporting period with shoppydoo.es, a price comparison website (see Figure 26). 
Making the same experience as other countries, engaging directly with large retailers 
turned out to be difficult. Engaging with retailers is very time consuming due to 
getting in to contact with the right person or teams. Furthermore, aligning with their 
KPIs (sales, number of clicks) often requires more budget. 
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Figure 26: Topten Spain show the best prices from the price comparison site shoppydoo.es 

Referral marketing in Poland 

In parallel of setting up the new software, Topten Poland sent invitations to twelve 
online shops (Saturn, EuroAGD, Morele, MediaExpert, Electro.pl, Redcoon, Emag, 
Neonet, Avans, Mall, Oleole), one price comparison site (Ceneo.pl) and one affiliate 
network (SalesMedia). Their offer was accepted by ceneo.pl and SalesMedia (with 
oleole.pl). Poland went live just live at in August 2018 with the new Topten software 
and successfully transferred the existing shop links to the new software (see Figure 
27 and Figure 28). 

 

Figure 27: Online shop links to affiliate partner oleole.pl 
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Figure 28: Shop links to price comparison site ceneo.pl 

Referral marketing and labelling in Switzerland 

Topten Switzerland started early with implementing affiliate marketing. A test phase 
in 2015 revealed quite some difficulties (see D5.4 Periodic Referral Marketing Report 
I). These experiences were taken-up by the new software development and the latest 
Topten software with its shop link engine and shop link tracking finally also enables 
professional referral marketing in Switzerland. 

Switzerland does not have strong affiliate networks, therefore Topten Switzerland set 
up yearly, direct collaborations with the two largest retailers in Switzerland – Coop 
and Migros – which have several partner online stores such as microspot.ch, 
interdiscount.ch, fust.ch, nettoshop.ch, melectronics.ch etc. Entry points for the 
partnerships were their respective sustainability managers that were eager to 
highlight energy-efficient products and connecting the Topten Swiss team to their 
category managers, e-commerce managers and branch managers. 

In the first reporting period Topten Switzerland had 13 partnerships which have 
grown by now to 18. Thanks to this large network, Topten Switzerland has nearly 
7’000 different shop links integrated, providing different offers from online retailers for 
many products (see Figure 29). Within 10 months (1.11.17 – 31.8.2018) more than 
27’000 shop links clicks were generated and tracked. The largest online retailers are 
integrated in such manner that the shop link integration runs completely automatically 
once a day. This is key in order to handle such amounts of shop links. 
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Figure 29: Topten.ch with its 18 referral partners provides many shop links and the daily best-price 

Not only did Topten Switzerland establish new partnerships but existing partnerships 
could be intensified. Topten Switzerland has set up a POS (point-of-sales) site at 
topten.ch/pos which provides examples on how to label products with the Topten 
logo at the online shop. This POS site from Topten Switzerland also contains a data 
feed which is daily updated and exports all products with the Topten label and the 
EAN code. With the EAN code online shops can do a matching also on their side and 
label Topten products. This solution is not used by the retailers since software 
development capacities seem low. 

Anyhow, eight online retailers are labelling the most energy-efficient products with 
the Topten label in Switzerland: lumimart.ch, schubiger-online.ch, melectronics.ch, 
micasa.ch, doitgarden.ch, super-discount.ch, kaufsignal.ch, lichtbox.ch and risch-
lufttechnik.ch. Our discussions revealed that they label still everything manually. We 
are now in the process of supporting the second largest retailer on establishing this 
labelling automatically on their side too. 

Topten labelling is mostly done in the product overview (see Figure 30) and on the 
detail page of a product (see Figure 31). 
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Figure 30: Largest luminaire retailer in Switzerland called Lumimart labels showing Topten logo in its list view 

 

 

Figure 31: Online retailer nettoshop.ch is prominently labelling 700 Topten products in Switzerland 

Some retailers such as kaufsignal.ch or nettoshop.ch not only label the product but 
also have set up Topten filters and create navigation entries which directly link to 
products that have the Topten label (see Figure 32 and Figure 33). 
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Figure 32: nettoshop.ch has the Topten label as filter integrated 

 

 

Figure 33: kaufsignal.ch has Topten even in their navigation included 
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And finally the largest retailer in Switzerland has an entry page on Topten 
Switzerland explaining consumers what Topten is and how the Topten labels help 
them to find green products (see Figure 34). 

 

Figure 34: Entry page at the largest retailer in Switzerland on topten.ch 

Rebate programmes as strong incentives 

The intensified partnerships and additional five partnerships in the second reporting 
period were mainly achieved thanks to rebate programmes. Topten product lists are 
used by many municipalities and utility companies in Switzerland as a basis for 
rebate programmes. These rebate programmes promote energy-efficient appliances 
and support citizens to save energy. Municipalities or utility companies grant e.g. 
25% cash-back if one buys a product that is listed on topten.ch. For three different 
rebate programmes which were each active for three months on luminaires, fans and 
large appliances Topten Switzerland actively communicated with other multipliers 
(e.g. WWF Switzerland) and involved online retailers in promoting these rebate 
programmes (e.g. fust.ch or microspot.ch). 

By being the hub between utility companies, manufacturers, retailers and 
communication partners, we could raise awareness for energy efficient products. On 
the one hand, we gained during these periods massively more traffic. See for 

https://www.coop.ch/de/labels/guetesiegel/topten.html
https://www.coop.ch/de/labels/guetesiegel/topten.html
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example the page views on the Topten fan product list which got a steady number of 
visits exactly during the rebate period (1.6.-31.8.) and took off in August when WWF 
Switzerland launched a press release on the energy efficiency of fans versus air 
conditioners on 26.7.18 (see Figure 35). 

 

Figure 35: Rebate programme for fans with Topten label (1.6- 31.8.18) boosted pageview for this product 
category 

On the other hand, by proactively involving retailers, providing them graphical 
examples and information, they were motivated to cooperate more with Topten 
Switzerland by showing banners on their start page (see Figure 36), setting up entry 
pages on the Topten label (see Figure 37) and being very active with point-of-sales 
(POS) activities in their store (see also D5.2 Periodic Retailer Partnership Report II 
on these success stories). Because Topten.ch was already in contact with retailers, 
thanks to referral marketing and support brought for communicating the rebate 
programmes to their customers, the Topten Swiss team could fully integrate retailers 
in the campaigns.  

 

Figure 36: During the luminaire rebate programme (1.11.17-31.1.18) Topten Switzerland was prominently 
displayed even on start pages 

https://www.wwf.ch/de/medien/hitzetage-klimageraete-heizen-dem-klima-ein
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Figure 37: microspot.ch set up an entry page on topten.ch during the rebate programmes (1.6.-31.8.18) 

 

Learnings & future development 

The main goal of the referral marketing was to engage more retailers on the subject 
of energy efficiency and support customers at the point-of-sale to buy green 
products. Setting up referral links or shop links to retailers and at the same time 
establishing the Topten label on their online shops proved to have a strong impact. 
Both approaches give higher visibility to Topten products and make it for consumers 
easier to spot and buy energy-efficient products. Nevertheless, some key points are 
to be kept in mind for the future: 

 

• Affiliate networks are not the only way for referral marketing. Direct collaborations 
with comparison/review sites or retailers have proven to be very fruitful. 

• Since affiliate marketing provides financial compensation on performance (clicks, 
sales) very high traffic is needed. Even Topten Switzerland with more than one 
million page views per year could not earn more than some (low) ten thousand 
Euros per year. For the Topten websites, "making money" with affiliate marketing 
cannot be the main goal but it provides at least some support for a sustainable 
operation.  

• In order to make affiliate marketing profitable, more communications (i.e. press 
releases from multipliers), adding more shop links for the same products (see A/B 
tests in France), adding EAN codes of equivalent models to the database 
(therefore resulting in more shop link matches) and automatization is key. Also 
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staying in contact with the referral partners is a time-consuming task that needs to 
taken care of. 

• Since setting up product lists on the most energy-efficient products is the core 
activity of the Topten sites, referral marketing can be rather quickly set up in 
combination with the new software and its shop link engine. Hence, it is an 
additional, attractive service for Topten web users. 

• And even if some national Topten sites have relatively low traffic, Topten websites 
are very interesting for online retailers since: 

o Topten users have high click-sales-ratio (3.5 – 9%) 
o Topten incorporates high-priced products (A+++ products are more 

expensive and provide a larger margin to their dealers) … 
o … and large revenue product groups such washing machines, fridges, 

tumble driers etc. which are the most clicked Topten lists. 

• Alternatives to affiliate marketing are direct collaborations on yearly, fixed 
contracts with large retailers. Topten can support them additionally by improving 
the visibility of energy-efficient products on their websites. 

• Topten proved to be a valuable and credible partner for retailers due to its 
neutrality and know-how in energy efficiency. The Topten product lists and label 
are based on independent and ambitious selection criteria. This provides strong 
confidence for consumers.  

• Getting retailers across Europe labelling Topten products was a great success 
bearing two “facts” in mind: (1) Retailers mainly display images and information 
provided by manufacturers and (2) most marketing activities and displays are 
directly paid by manufacturers to retailers. It was possible to add further 
information directly via retailers in the case of a Topten label (which was as in 
some cases as prominent as international label - such as Energy Star -  or 
regulative displays - such as the energy label) thanks to its additional value. 

• Getting online retailers labelling Topten products has a very strong impact since 
not only Topten users are addressed but all shop visitors get in touch with the 
Topten label. Online retailers showing the Topten label are strong multipliers 
since these have much higher web traffic. 

• As the experiences in different countries show, retailers in Europe still label 
Topten products manually, mainly since they have also a software development 
bottleneck. Supporting them with a data feed or an API can save a lot of time on 
both sides. 

• Using on the other hand their API not only for generating shop links on Topten 
websites but also for product information (e. g. energy consumption) might help to 
reduce research work for the Topten product lists editors. Using the API 
capabilities from partner websites will need more software development from 
Topten. 

 

Summary: Deliverables and milestones achieved 

All deliverables and milestones for the Task 5.2 Facilitating Consumer ACTion 
have been successfully completed. Furthermore, the target of 32 referral 
partnerships was surpassed, reaching 44 partnerships.  
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D5.3 “Guidelines for Affiliate Marketing” has been elaborated in 2016 and was 
together with the new software used by the different teams to start affiliate marketing 
with retailers, online shops and price comparison websites.  

D5.4 “Periodic Referral Marketing Report I” provided a first overview on the status 
of referral partnerships and online shops labelling with Topten. The milestone “MS 5: 
Retailers” was reached after 18 months with 20 partnerships established by six 
different countries (see Table 3). 

The 20 partnerships in the first reporting period were a good basis for the second 
period. It provided many good examples to other Topten partners and their online 
retailers. With the new Topten software, which was launched in September 2017, 
referral marketing took a leap. The previous idea of setting up a classical affiliate 
marketing with affiliate networks and getting online retailers to label Topten products 
became much more diversified. Topten partners also set up shop links to price 
comparison sites, to manufacturers online shops and directly to online retailers. 
Furthermore, the partnerships mostly got intensified. Besides labelling energy-
efficient products with the national Topten labels, retailers also started to setup entry 
pages and communicate about Topten. 

In this report D5.5 “Periodic Referral Marketing Report II” we demonstrated that 
the number of partnerships for referral marketing more than doubled (see Table 3). 
At the end of August 2018 ten different countries established together 44 
partnerships (see the full list at Annex). This means that 44 online shops have been 
integrated on Topten websites. From these 44 partners, 14 websites in Europe use 
the Topten label on their side to label the most energy-efficient products. Task 5.2 
provided a sound basis for the future development on referral partnerships. 

 

Country 

Partnerships 
(established/ in 
progress) Reporting 
Period I 

Partnerships 
established 
Reporting 
Period II 

AT 2  3 

CH 13 18 

CZ 0 1 

DE 1 1 

ES 0 1 

FR 0 3 

IT 1 3 

PL 0 2 

SE 1 1 

UK 2 11 

Total 20 44 

Table 3: Number of partnerships for referral marketing 
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References and links 

 

Useful links 

• https://developers.google.com/analytics/devguides/collection/: Google’s 
developer site on how to integrate tracking on a website and do reporting 

• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Affiliate_marketing: Short overview on affiliate 
marketing 
 

Topten web sites with integrated referral links 

1. www.topprodukte.at  
2. www.topten.ch  
3. www.uspornespotrebice.cz 
4. www.ecotopten.de 
5. www.eurotopten.es  
6. www.guidetopten.fr 
7. www.topten.it  
8. www.toptenuk.org 
9. www.topten.info.pl 
10. www.toptensverige.se  
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Annex 

List of referral partnerships 

Nr Country Referral Partner Comment 

1 AT saturn.at   

2 AT mediamarkt.at   

3 AT expert.at   

4 CH interdiscount.ch   

5 CH melectronics.ch   

6 CH nettoshop.ch   

7 CH doitgarden.ch   

8 CH micasa.ch   

9 CH kaufsignal.ch   

10 CH bauundhobby.ch   

11 CH conrad.ch   

12 CH lumimart.ch   

13 CH lichtbox.ch   

14 CH risch-lufttechnik.ch   

15 CH fust.ch   

16 CH onlux.ch   

17 CH microspot.ch   

18 CH girardsudron.ch (Online shop of manufacturer) 

19 CH shop.dyson.ch/de-CH (Online shop of manufacturer) 

20 CH store.hp.com/switzerlandstore (Online shop of manufacturer) 

21 CH dell.com/de-ch/shop (Online shop of manufacturer) 

22 CZ Zbozi.cz   

23 DE idealo.de   

24 ES shoppydoo.es   

25 FR idealo.fr   

26 FR Darty.fr   

27 FR cdiscount.com   

28 IT idealo.it   

29 IT amazon.it   

30 IT Qualescegliere.it   

31 PL ceneo.pl   

32 PL oleole.pl   

33 SE toprunner.se    

34 UK ao.com   

35 UK markselectrical.co.uk   

36 UK wadappliances.co.uk   

37 UK currys.co.uk   

38 UK geraldgiles.co.uk   
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39 UK hughes.co.uk   

40 UK electrical.coop.co.uk   

41 UK snellings.co.uk    

42 UK ryness.co.uk   

43 UK atlanticelectrics.co.uk   

44 UK  savemoneycutcarbon.com   

 

https://www.savemoneycutcarbon.com/
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